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1. SUMMARY
The Central Control Unit1 (CCU) carried out a forest control mission in the Mvila
Department, South Province, from February 4 to 5, 2003. Accompanied by the
Independent Observer (IO), the mission aimed to verify allegations of illegal forest
exploitation outside the limits of the Sale by Standing Volume (SSV) 09 02 132 and
within an already allocated Forest Management Unit (FMU).
The mission members had a meeting with the South Provincial Delegate before going to
the field. This exchange tackled many points, notably the state of negotiations between
WIJMA and local populations whose cultivations were destroyed during the mentioned
illegal exploitation. Various other cases of illegalities were also discussed.
The main conclusions of the Independent Observer in regards to the case under
examination are the following:
o The Cameroonian State opened a litigation that led to a fine of 1,000,000 CFA
francs for the benefit of the Public Treasury and 132,743,000 CFA francs for the
benefit of FIPCAM for damages.
o There was an under-estimation of losses suffered by the Cameroonian State as a
result of illegal forest exploitation perpetrated by WIJMA outside the limits of
SSV 09 02 132 and within FMU 09 018 allocated to FIPCAM. WIJMA indeed
logged without authorisation 4,619m3 in addition to volumes per species
awarded by the SSV certificate.
o As a corollary, WIJMA made fraudulent use of the mark SSV 09 02 132 to
disguise timber thus illegally exploited.
o This company also destroyed the riverside populations’ cultivations in the
course of the illegal exploitations concerned here. The compensation offered
was based on a calculation applied to destructions for cause of common public
interest, whereas WIJMA’s acts cannot be considered as such. Consequently, not
all the victims accepted the compensation offered by WIJMA.
o FIPCAM, which was awarded the Forest Management Unit (FMU) 09 018,
improperly collected from WIJMA amounts owed as sanction for the illegal
exploitation of FMU 09 018
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
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o

The notification to WIJMA and FIPCAM of the nullity of transaction
0119/TF/MINEF/CAB/UCC and the amicable settlement of the 11th of July
2002. Article 137 of Decree of the 23rd of August 1995 indeed stipulates, “Any
transaction, even if already executed, concluded in violation [of certain
provisions of the law] is by rights null and of null effect.”

o

The refund of payments improperly collected by FIPCAM;

o

The official hearing of WIJMA and its sub-contractor for an official report on
infractions of non-authorised forest exploitation in a communal forest (article
156), forest exploitation in a State forest (article 158), and fraudulent use of
markings (article 156);

Control” in the context of this report means “Law Enforcement” or to “check compliance with law”.
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o

The settling of the amount of damages on the basis of the market value of
4,619m3 of timber estimated to be exploited without authorisation by WIJMA
and its subcontractor;

o

The setting-up of a fair and equitable compensation system for the concerned
population by WIJMA.

2. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
The mission was composed of Mrs. Essono Danièle and Mr. Kongape Jean, forest law
enforcement officials of the CCU, Mr. Egbe Samuel, Mr. Afene Obam James, civil
servants of the Direction of Forests, a representative for the Head of the South law
enforcement Provincial Brigade (PB), and two members of the Independent observer’s
technical team.

3. RESOURCES USED
-

1 4x4 pick-up truck
1 Motorcycle
3 GPS
1 Camera
1 Laptop

4. CONSTRAINTS
Two days were insufficient to carry out the control of titles recommended to the mission
by the South Provincial Delegate.

5. MISSION FINDINGS
5.1. Summary of facts
During the operating year 2000-2001, WIJMA obtained the first Sale of Standing
Volume (SSV) certificate 09 02 132 bordering FMU 09 018. This certificate was
renewed during the following operating year (2001-2002). The two certificates are
identical in regards to volumes and species awarded. According to WIJMA’s
declarations, it subcontracted the exploitation of this SSV to SOFOROC (Société
Forestière de l’Océan).
The Independent Observer had already visited SSV 09 02 132 on two occasions. The
first mission took place between February 21 and 23, 2002, and was the object of the
Independent Observer report No 009En, already published. This mission had compiled
evidence of exploitation outside limits and fraudulent marking of timber by WIJMA
(see photo below). Moreover, this report demonstrates that this company logged
illegally FMU 09 018.
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Photo 1 : Logs in a log pond (source Report No 009En)
The second mission of the IO had not been able to reach the site of SSV 09 02 132. The
CCU team, then led by the current CCU Head Mrs. Essono, had refused to be
accompanied by the Independent Observer (see Appendix 1).
FIPCAM was awarded FMU 09 018. After having realised the illegal exploitation of its
FMU by WIJMA, FIPCAM concluded an amicable settlement with WIJMA. On the
basis of the mentioned settlement, WIJMA paid the sum of 132,743,000 CFA francs to
FIPCAM, as damages for the concerned FMU’s illegal exploitation.
A commission in charge of evaluating losses suffered by the riverside populations to
SSV 09 02 132 due to illegal exploitation by WIJMA was set-up by the Mvila
prefecture. Certain members of this commission, notably the Cameroonian NGO CED
(Centre for the Environment and Development) and a number of villagers contest the
system of calculation used to define the compensation amount.
On the 17th of July 2002, a transaction bearing on illegal forest exploitation was
concluded between the Ministry of Forests and Environment (MINEF) and WIJMA.
Following the terms of this transaction, the offender paid the sum of 10,000,000 CFA
francs to the Cameroonian Public Treasury.
5.2. Observations of the Independent Observer
a. Exploitation outside the limits of SSV 09 02 132 and fraudulent marking of
timber
The following map demonstrates that WIJMA exploited timber outside of the limits of
SSV 09 02 132. Not only did it encroach on the non-allocated forest zones adjacent to
the said SSV (non-permanent estate), but it also exploited a great part of FMU 09 018
allocated to FIPCAM.
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Map: Area of exploitation outside limits

The table below demonstrates that WIJMA has, without title or right, exploited an
additional timber volume of 4,619 m3. This timber was fraudulently disguised with the
marking SSV 09 02 132. These facts are punished by article 156 of the 1994 forest law.
This figure comes from the difference between, on the one hand, the authorised volumes
per species as indicated by the Sale of Standing Volume certificate (Appendix 2), and
on the other hand, the total timber per species declared by WIJMA for the two operating
periods (2000-2001 and 2001-2002: Appendix 3), as shown by the table below.
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Code

Species

1102
1103
1105
1107
1109
1111
1113
1116
1118
1121
1124
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1135
1211
1213
1214
1218
1220
1232
1240
1315
1318
1328
1346
1489
TOTAL

White Acajou
Bassam Acajou
Azobe
Light Bosse
Pink Bubinga
Dibetu
Red Doussie
Iroko
Kosipo
Moabi
Okan/Adoum
Red Padouk
White Padouk
Sapelli
Sipo
Tali
Tiama
Ayous/Obeche
Bongo H/Olon
Dabema
Eyong
Frake
Movingui
Oboto/abozok
Anigre a
Bilinga
Ekop ekusek
Ilomba
Onzabili/Angongui

Authorised
Volume (m3)
0
228
2,400
40
220
540
80
400
130
240
900
0
280
1,030
280
900
80
3,500
120
150
600
1,320
840
150
80
200
800
1,150
310

Volume exploited Volume
fraudulently
during operating
3
years 1 and 2 (m ) exploited (m3)
13
13
348+491 = 839
611
65+175 = 240
43+35 = 78
38
288+381 = 668
448
32+231 = 263
84+136 = 220
140
493+516 = 1,009
609
279+443 = 722
592
203+322 = 525
285
254+633 = 887
11
11
130+284 = 414
134
472+697 = 1,169
139
171+231 = 402
122
536+944 = 1,480
580
25+110 = 135
55
155+265 = 420
5
17+45 =
62
61
336
675+1.007=1,682
842
35+8
=
43
6
20+132 = 152
71
29
31
4,619

b. Improper nature of the compensation collected by FIPCAM from WIJMA
for illegal exploitation of FMU 09 018

FIPCAM, awarded FMU 09 018, collected 132,743,000 CFA francs (one hundred and
thirty-two millions, seven hundred and forty three thousand CFA francs) as damages for
illegal exploitation of this FMU by WIJMA (see Appendix 4).
This collection by FIPCAM is contrary to the Cameroonian forest laws and regulations.
The forest law of 1994 indeed constitutes as criminal act against the Cameroonian State
and not any logging company, any non-authorised exploitation in an FMU, even if
allocated. Article 22 of the Prime Minister Decree No. 20011034 defining the rules of
Annual Cutting Permits and modalities of recovery and control of duties, charges and
taxes related to forest activities, stipulates that damages for illegal logging are collected
by the Forestry Tax Revenue Securement Programme (FTRSP). This text does not
specify that damages may be paid to a logging company.
As main victim of forest infractions, the Cameroonian State is sole and unique
beneficiary of payments due as penalties and damages for non-authorised exploitation
5

of timber. In other words, the Cameroonian law solely reserves to the Cameroonian
State the enforcement and all transactions bearing on illegal forest exploitation. This is
what is stipulated by article 136 of Decree of the 23rd of August 1995.
In violation of the principle noted above, FIPCAM has considered itself the victim of
the illegal exploitation of FMU 09 018 by WIJMA and collected from the latter sums
due as damages.
If FIPCAM estimates having suffered losses as a consequence of the illegal exploitation
of FMU 09 018 by WIJMA, it should address its plea to MINEF and not engage in a
transaction and collect related fees. MINEF could take compensation measures for the
benefit of FIPCAM.
The Independent Observer is convinced that there has been a procedural error. Two
actions should be led in parallel or one after the other. On the one hand, an action of
payment of damages due for illegal forest exploitation should lead to the collection of
amounts due by the tax services, namely the FTRSP. On the other, FIPCAM could
initiate an action for compensation to MINEF.
None of these actions followed a normal course. Instead, the Director of Forests
endorsed the direct payment of damages by WIJMA to FIPCAM (Appendix 4).
In any case, the allocation to FIPCAM of funds that by right are due to the Cameroonian
Public Treasury does not fall to the Director of Forests, even if he acted with the
authorisation of the Minister of Forests. The Minister of Forests, even less than the
Director of Forest, is not an authorising officer for the Cameroonian Public Treasury
funds. Consequently, the Director of Forests acted outside the limits of its duties by
granting FIPCAM sums due as damages for the illegal exploitation carried out by
WIJMA in FMU 10 018.
In regards to the above and this case, the Independent Observer concludes that FIPCAM
must return the amount improperly collected from WIJMA to the Cameroonian State.
c. Lowness of the compensation proposed to the riverside populations of SSV 09
02 132

A commission was created by the Mvila Prefect in view of establishing losses suffered
by populations whose cultivations were destroyed by the illegal exploitations carried out
by WIJMA. Representatives from WIJMA, the NGO CED, different local
administrative authorities, concerned populations and the NGO Greenpeace Belgium
were members of this commission.
Members of this commission carried out several field trips. It produced a report
evaluating losses suffered by the local populations to a total amount of 2,646,000 CFA
francs (see Appendix 5). Certain members of the commission, notably CED and certain
villagers, disagree with, among other things, the method of calculation used for the
evaluation of losses suffered.
It indeed evaluated damages suffered by the villagers by using the calculation method
applicable in case of destruction for cause of public common interest, as previewed by
Order No.50/MINAGRI of the 13th of August 1981. The populations, together with
certain members of the commission, argue that the destruction of cultivations by
WIJMA’s illegal exploitations does not constitute “destruction for cause of public
common interest”.
The Independent Observer corroborates this opinion that the illegal forest exploitation
carried out by WIJMA in the case under examination had no characteristic of public
common interest. It was a private act perpetrated for private purposes. Consequently,
6

the IO is convinced that the commission had no grounds to evaluate the losses suffered
by the concerned village members on the basis of a calculation applicable to cases of
destruction for cause of public common interest.
In view of the above, the IO recommends an adjustment of the calculation method for a
fair and equitable evaluation of the compensation amount to be allocated to the
concerned populations.
d. Nullity of the transaction between WIJMA and MINEF

The transaction agreed between MINEF and WIJMA on the 24th of July 2002 should be
considered by right null and of null effect for being concluded in violation of the
provisions of Article 136(3) of the Decree No.95-531-PM of the 23rd of August 1995,
which stipulates:
“that the amount of the transaction can under no circumstances be inferior to the
minimum of the previewed fine, increased by … sums due as damages”
This article is completed by the following article (137.3) of the same Decree, which
stipulates:
“Any transaction, even if already executed, concluded in violation of the provisions of
article 136 above, is by rights null and of null effect. The Minister in charge of forests
can notify, at any time, this nullity by rights to the offender”.
On the 17th of July 2002, a transaction was concluded between MINEF and WIJMA
following an exploitation outside the limits of SSV 09 02 132 by the latter. According
to the terms of this transaction, “it was agreed between the two parties referred to above
that all legal proceedings related to this litigation would be stopped in return for
payment of the sum of 10,000,000 CFA francs forming the main fine” (see Appendix
6).
The first note is that damages are not included in the amount of the transaction, despite
the fact that the official report on which this transaction is based had well and truly
stated a non-authorised timber exploitation by the offender. This is contrary to the
stipulations or Article 22 (3) of the Prime Minister Decree No. 20011034 defining the
rules of Annual Cutting Permits and modalities of recovery and control of duties,
charges and taxes related to forest activities, which stipulates:
« In regards to forest transactions, or damages, the minimum price must take
account of the following elements: FOB value of the concerned species, possibly the
concerned area and the losses suffered by the State”.

Beside, MINEF and WIJMA agreed to improperly grant FIPCAM part of the sums
which by rights are due to the Cameroonian State (see Appendix 4). Finally, the
transaction did not take into account damages due for non-authorised timber
exploitation outside the limits of FMU 09 018 and SSV 09 02 132.
The omission not to include damages in the total amount of the transaction to pay by
WIJMA to the Cameroonian State constitutes a violation of the provisions of Article
136(3) mentioned above. The improper payment of part of damages to FIPCAM
constitutes a second violation.
Consequently, this “…transaction, even if already executed, [was] concluded in
violation of the provisions of Article 136 above, [and] is by rights null and of null
effect…”, as stipulated by Article 137, paragraph 3 of the Decree mentioned previously.
For the reasons stated above, the IO recommends that the Minister notify WIJMA of the
nullity of the forest transaction No.0119/TF/MINEF/CAB/UCC of the 17th of July 2002.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is established that WIJMA has, through its sub-contractor, logged without
authorisation in the permanent and non-permanent forests estate in the surroundings of
SSV 09 02 132. It is also established that losses suffered by the Cameroonian State in
this case have been underestimated. In addition, a transaction and an agreement
concluded outside of the country’s forest law took place. Finally, there is no doubt that
riverside populations to the SSV mentioned above did not obtain a fair and equitable
compensation.
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
o

o
o

o
o

The notification to WIJMA and FIPCAM of the nullity of transaction
0119/TF/MINEF/CAB/UCC and the amicable settlement of the 11th of July
2002. Article 137 of Decree of the 23rd of August 1995 indeed stipulates, “Any
transaction, even if already executed, concluded in violation [of certain
provisions of the law] is by rights null and of null effect.”
The refund of payments improperly collected by FIPCAM;
The official hearing of WIJMA and its sub-contractor for an official report on
infractions of non-authorised forest exploitation in a communal forest (article
156), forest exploitation in a State forest (article 158), and fraudulent use of
markings (article 156);
The settling of the amount of damages on the basis of the market value of
4,619m3 of timber estimated to be exploited without authorisation by WIJMA
and its subcontractor;
The setting-up of a fair and equitable compensation system for the concerned
population by WIJMA.
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Appendix1

Global Witness
Independent Observer in support of the
Application of the Law in the Cameroon
Forestry Sector

Independent Report No. 010Fr
Location: Mvila Département
Date: 20th March 2002
Team members:
Valérie Vauthier, Director of Global Witness Project
Albert K Barume, Assistant Director
Owada Jean Cyrille, Forester
Serge Christian Moukouri, Forester
Célestine Tangyie Ché, Driver
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Facts
Date of mission : 20th March 2002
Licence: VC 09-02-132
Company concerned : Wijma
20th March 2002: meeting with the UCC at Ebolowa

On 20th March 2002, Global Witness went to Ebolowa to join the inspection mission
carried out by UCC (l’Unité Centrale de Contrôle) agents. The latter immediately
expressed their surprise that the Global Witness team had arrived without prior
warning. The said agents then declared that Global Witness must request explicit
authorisation from the Minister before joining this official mission.
Demonstrating a misapprehenson of the project’s Terms of Reference, Mr Ndankep
Tchakounté Henry of the UCC then accused Global Witness of wanting to take over
the inspection duties and thus prevent the UCC agents from collecting perdiems.
Following the remarks outlined above, the UCC agents decided to telephone the UCC
Co-ordinator, Madame Assoumou, in order to clarify the situation.
Despite Global Witness asking for the call to be made in its presence, Mme Esso
Danièle of the UCC moved away from the rest of the team to telephone the Coordinator. Following this telephone conversation, which no-one else present was able
to hear, the Global Witness team was told that it could join the mission, but that the
UCC and Global Witness should produce separate reports. Given that this proposition
was in line with the decision taken at the meeting of 23rd October 2001, under the
terms of which the UCC and Global Witness would continue joint missions and
produce separate reports, it was agreed that the UCC and Global Witness would go to
the field together.
A discussion nevertheless ensued, in the course of which the UCC said again that
Global Witness should have authorisation to join the inspection missions, and should
have given at least a week’s notice in the present case. Global Witness pointed out
that the Terms of Reference do not require the Independent Observer to have
authorisation in order to be able to join a UCC mission. Neither do the Terms of
Reference indicate that the Independent Observer should give notice before
accompanying a UCC mission. In fact, the Terms of Reference state that “the
Independent Observer will track the management of inspection missions by the UCC,
it will have access to all documents relevant to these missions and will observe all
phases of the inspection … ”.
Furthermore, Global Witness had delivered, into her own hands, a letter advising the
co-ordinator of the UCC of its intention to join the official mission on the same day
that Global Witness had been informed of the said mission, i.e. the day before it was
due to take place; it had thus not had time to give any more warning.
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Global Witness had not been able to join the inspection mission in the south any
earlier in its capacity as Independent Observer, as it had not been informed of the
mission’s itinerary.

Departure for the field
At around 11.20 am, about thirty minutes along the road in the forest, the UCC
vehicle stopped at the following GPS point:
Co-ordinates:
32N 0759541
UTM 0309084
Mr Ndankep Tchakounté Henry asked to speak to the head of the Global Witness
team, and reported that the members of the inspection mission were refusing to be
accompanied by Global Witness. As an alternative, and speaking on behalf of the
UCC, Mme Esso Danièle suggested that Global Witness undertake an independent
mission on a different site from the one where her team was working.
In response to this proposal the Global Witness team pointed out that it was waiting
for clarification on the procedures for carrying out independent missions and that if it
could not join the official mission in question as Independent Observer, in line with
point 3.2 of the Terms of Reference, it would return to Yaoundé.
Replying to the objection of the Global Witness team, Mr Ndankep Tchakounté
Henry of the UCC accused the Independent Observer of not respecting the
sovereignty of Cameroon, and maintained his refusal to let Global Witness join the
inspection mission.
Global Witness, following the refusal of a joint mission, thus decided not to carry out
an independent mission, while waiting for clarification on procedures, and went back
to Yaoundé at 11.40 am.

Conclusion
The members of the UCC noted above refused to co-operate with the Independent
Observer in participating in an official mission.

Recommendation
Global Witness suggests that new members of the UCC and those not familiar with
the function and mandate of the Independent Observer should be given an
introduction to the Terms of Reference of the Project, with a view to making them
better informed in relation to facilitating joint missions, among other issues.
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